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"The Last Curtain" Set for Thursday

The Student Production, "The Last Curtain," will be presented next Thursday at 10:30 in the auditorium. All students are invited to attend this performance free of charge. Another presentation will be given Sunday afternoon at 2 p.m. We have personally reviewed this production and feel that the students involved have done such a fine job that none of our readers should miss this student presentation of Neil Hopey's "The Last Curtain."

CAST

EFFIE ———— Linda Jones
JEANNIE ———— Marie Mastrusorio
JOHN BOOTH ———— Chuck Damler
KATE ———— Pat Palmer
PEANUT JOHN ———— Dave Allison
SAM ———— Larry Bowman
Director ———— Ray Day
Producer ———— Mike Thompson

THURSDAY, Feb. 23, 10:30 a.m.
SUNDAY, Feb. 26, 2 p.m.

REMEMBER — ADMISSION IS FREE!!

Father Kahle Speaks on Lent

Have you noticed the smiling face of Father Kahle on last Tuesday's Home Edition of the Indianapolis Times? What Father says is very true: "Lent is not only a time for giving up things, but, more important, it is a time for the positive doing of good things." Make

REQUEST

Sister Marie Bernard and the Biology Department are still in need of a stereopticon. This is an old-timey device for projecting old-timey scenes. If any student knows how or where such a device may be had, please contact Sister Bernard or Sister Adelaide.

Fioretti Deadline Nears

ONLY THREE WEEKS LEFT TO GET YOUR WINNING MANUSCRIPTS IN FOR THE FIORETTI CONTEST — DEADLINE — March 10

* * * * *

EDITORS PICK

Our pick to take the Indianapolis Sectional? Cathedral's Irish, of course

* * * * *

Things We Hear Around Campus

In 6½ pound blessed event arrived at the Logan-McCann-Werner-Mercier residence — they got their laundry back

Mr. Sahm told his twins to stop ripping up the rug because they were too young to see a floor show.

When Mary Ehringer asked her roommate if she should see a mind reader or a palmist, she was advised to go to a palmist because she has a palm. (Nothing personal, Bob)

Dan Kallmeyer calls his gal "tonsils" — maybe because it costs so much to take her out.

* * * * *

Father Kahle Speaks on Lent

Have you noticed the smiling face of Father Kahle on last Tuesday's Home Edition of the Indianapolis Times? What Father says is very true: "Lent is not only a time for giving up things, but, more important, it is a time for the positive doing of good things." Make
MARIAN SINGES HUNTINGTON, 72-60

Our Knights rose up last Saturday behind balanced scoring as four men hit in double figures. Led by Jansen with 15, Noone and Sabolhous with 13 apiece and Phillips with 10 points, Marian hustled the Foresters right out of the gym. Playing the give and go pattern, the Knights were clearing the ball well under both baskets. Coach Fields substituted freely and Hoskins picked up 9 points, while Schott and Ayres scored 6 apiece. If our boys play like this from now on, they should pick up a few more wins before the season's over.

ANDERSON DROPS KNIGHTS by 102 - 81 COUNT

Last night, our seven fighting Knights battled their legs off, but when the smoke cleared away, they found themselves on the short end of the 102 - 81 score. Despite the 19 point spread, the game was pretty close all the way. Coach Fields cleared "the bench" and all the "subs" did a creditable job. Mike Noone and Mike Hoskins were high for the contest with 23 points apiece, followed by Rudy Jansen with 11, Pat Sabolhous with 10; Dick Phillips collected 9, and Bob Ayres got 6.

CHEMISTS CAPTURE INTRAMURAL CROWN

Closing out a perfect season with a convincing 55-30 win over the Vets, the Chemists breezed to the Intramural B-ball championship. The big guns, Jerry Williams, Mike O'Conner, Packy Cunningham and Mike Deery, plus the fierce rebounding of the same O'Conner and Williams, made this an easy reality for the science boys.

Runnersup were the Freshman team the Knicks. Led by Nick McGill and Harry Oldham earlier in the season, they compiled a 3 win and 2 loss record.

Close on the heels of the Knicks were, with a 2-3 record, the Royals, the Soph. team. Big bombers for these boys were Jim Watkins and Bill Byars.

The Vets, twice losers by a single point, took it on the chin and wound up with a paltry 1-4 record. When Jim Berg started playing for the varsity, Vince Henn took over the scoring duties and literally burned the nets in the final 2 games.

The Lakers, 0-5, were led by Jim Fierek, which is undoubtedly the reason for the not-so-good record.

* * * * * * * * * $100.00
IS BEING OFFERED FOR THE WRITING OF THE NEW SCHOOL SONG. $50 FOR WORDS;
$50 FOR THE MUSIC. HURRY!! THE DEAD-LINE IS MARCH 21, 1961! SO GO !!!!

Youth must be served - then carried out.